These Modern Hotels Offer Inspiration to Make Any Room Feel Like a Getaway

Take a cue from the pros with design tips ripped from some of our favorite hotels around the world.

by Heather Corcoran

Designer Sean Knibb didn’t shy away from aggressive materials like concrete in the design of The Line Hotel in Los Angeles. To keep things from feeling too stark, the designer added softer elements like cloth lanterns and Mexican blanket chairs accent the otherwise simple interiors—easy additions to any bedroom that skews to tough.

The Line Hotel, Los Angeles

The best design aspect of The Line Hotel, conceived by designer Sean Knibb, is its floor-to-ceiling windows, making the palm trees and Hollywood hills a key visual component in every room. Cloth lanterns and Mexican blanket chairs accent the otherwise simple interiors. For additional details, The Line turns to a host of artist collaborators who create everything from sculptural paperweights to watercolor prints.